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evidence is widely and customarily used in the business world and is well established for determining a variety of
legal questions. Why should businesses be able to make all sorts of decisions based on statistical analysis and
projections, only to reject reliable statistical evidence that is in many cases the only way to provide a measure of
justice to workers cheated of overtime pay? As recognized in Bell III, supra, 115 Cal.App.4th at 752 (approvingly
cited in Sav-On), the defendant's due process rights are met so long as the use of statistical evidence results in an
accurate and reliable determination of aggregate liability. While statistics provide a different form of proof than
individualized testimony, when properly supported and reliably presented it is no less accurate or fair.
The bank's position that it has a due process right to march in hundreds of class members to prove its affirmative
defense is not rooted in any bona fide legal analysis, but is a convenient argument that the bank has seized upon to
shield itself from liability by putting hurdles in the way of workers seeking justice. The goal isn't upholding its due
process rights; it is to render class actions unworkable and unappealing.
Finally, the argument by the bank that a class should not be certified even if just a few class members might have
been properly classified is a red herring that turns justice on its head. Sav-On explicitly acknowledges that class
actions are proper where there are widespread, but not necessarily universal, violations of worker rights. The
defendant's due process interest is satisfied where the aggregate liability is accurately determined, whether that is
through statistical or other reliable evidence.
As recognized in Bell and Sav-On, there are procedural mechanisms—like sworn claim forms or investing claims
administrators with authority to investigate fraudulent claims—available to trial courts to prevent windfalls to class
members who may not deserve a recovery. Most significantly, California public policy makes it more important to
ensure the vast majority of workers have a practical procedure to obtain relief for violations of their rights rather than
prevent a few anomalous class members from getting a windfall from an aggregate total that has been fairly and
accurately determined.
The California Supreme Court may find the specific record in Duran is distinguishable from that in Bell and other
overtime class misclassification cases. But Bell and Sav-On make it clear it is not a violation of due process to allow
classwide determinations of liability and damages if the sample is statistically valid and can be reliably extrapolated
to the entire class.
At the end of the day, the Supreme Court should reaffirm these sound principles. Whether the Supreme Court
approves the trial court's rulings in Duran or not, it should not throw the baby out with the bathwater and should keep
the class action procedure alive and viable to provide justice to those workers who are harmed by widespread
violations of workers' rights laws.
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